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NEWS RELEASE BY SPORTS BETTING US

 

Since the legalisation of online sports betting in Ohio at the start of 2023, many online bookies

have taken millions of bets from sports fans in Ohio. Popular sportsbooks such as DraftKings,

FanDuel and BetMGM are among the frontrunners in Ohio sports betting since becoming legal,

and are currently offering some the best sportsbook promos, which don’t even require promo

codes to claim. Check out the article below for more details. With most brands no promo codes

are needed and you can just take advantage of the new sign up offers.

 

 <<New Promo Codes Here>>> 

 

OH only. 21+. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER. T&Cs apply
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List of the Best Ohio Sportsbooks US

�.  DraftKings no promo code needed 

�.  FanDuel no promo code needed     

�.  Betrivers no promo code needed 

�.  Pointsbet no promo code needed 

�.  BetMGM no promo code needed 

�.    Caesars no promo code needed 

�.  Bet365 no promo code needed 

�.  Superbook no promo code needed 

�.  Betfred no promo code needed 

 

Top Ohio Sportsbooks US - Our Picks

1. DraftKings 

DraftKings offer sports bettors fantastic bonuses for both new and existing customers. With new

customer promos and different bonuses available across the year, this is a lot to keep an eye out

for. Along with these great offers, DraftKings offer their customers a huge range of betting markets

to choose from, with the likes of Football, Golf, Soccer and Basketball being popular favourites.

DraftKings offer some of the best odds on betting markets available and this is the case for all of

their markets. It is always best to check the available odds at sportsbooks before betting so you

can make sure you are getting the best possible returns.

2. FanDuel 

FanDuel offers players a great opportunity to take advantage of both sports betting and fantasy

sports as a customer to this sportsbook. With an extensive range of sport markets available to bet

on, you are able to find some of the best odds for your favourite sports. FanDuel provide

customers with some of the best promotions on any sportsbook, with options to claim bonuses for

individual sports and events such a the NFL. Be sure to check the T&Cs before signing up to any

promotion so you are aware of what is required.
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3. Betrivers 

At Betrivers, you can find some of the best sportsbook promotions available to players. With top

welcome offers and individual sport bonuses for events like the NFL, you are able to take

advantage of some great opportunities. Betrivers offer players a wide range of betting markets to

bet on with the nations most popular sports available.

You can download the Betrivers app from either the Apple or Android store depending on your

mobile device. This enable you to play with Betrivers while on the go and access sports markets

from wherever you are.

4. Pointsbet 

PointsBet is an Australian sportsbook that also operates in the US, and specifically Ohio. Although

being from Australia and quite new to the American sports betting scene, they have become quite

popular with online sports bettors. What differentiates Pointsbet from the rest of these top online

sportsbooks is their points betting system. You can earn points by simply placing bets regardless of

what the outcome or result is. This is a great type of loyalty bonuses offered and points

accumulated can be traded in for free bets.

Ohio sport bettors are able to access a good range of sport markets like Basketball, Baseball,

Football and Boxing, just to name a select few. Depending on the event or time of year, you may

find promotions available to you for specific sporting events to take advantage of.

5. BetMGM 

BetMGM is one of the most known sportsbook on the market and boasts a huge following.

Customers are offered a range of top sport betting markets to choose along side great betting

options for sporting events and individual fixtures. The promotions offered by BetMGM go along

way with a range of fantastic bonuses available for both new and existing customers.

BetMGM offer players an “Edit My Bet” feature, which simply allows for bettors to edit the

selections or staked amounts before they take place. This allows for players to change their mind

if they wish to stake a higher amount or make adjustments to the bet itself. You can also bet on

sports like Snooker and Table Tennis as well!

6. Caesars 

Caesars is one of the top mobile sportsbook apps available to players in Ohio and other locations

across the states. Their mobile optimised betting app is available for players to download on their

device and be able to access sports betting whilst on the go or just simply from the comfort of

your mobile.

Caesars, just like other top sportsbooks, offer its customers the best promotions and bonuses for

both new and existing customers. These promos aren't always the same and offer different types of
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payouts and rewards. Its best to read T&Cs before getting involved in offers so that you are clear

on what is required.

7. Bet365 

Bet365 is one of the top places to bet is you are looking for the best odds and sport markets

available. Bet365 holds licenses in multiple states including Ohio, which has recently become a

legalised place to bet on sports. This top sportsbook offers players a great choice of markets all

while offering great odds. The range of promotions and event bonuses are fascinating and a great

options for bettors with potential offers like free bet bonuses for big sporting events.

This bookmaker is looking to expand in the US, increasing popularity and interest, while offering

players a top class service that offers great features like in play betting and cash out options.

 

What’s New in Ohio Sports Betting?

The state of Ohio legalised sports betting on the 1st January 2023, but of course there were months

and months of preparation from online sportsbooks leading up to the date of legalisation. The

regulation of sports betting in Ohio is maintained by the OCCC (The Ohio Casino Control

Commission) whose previous responsibilities laid solely on regulating online gambling in the casino

sector. In December 2022, it was declared that 16 mobile sports betting sites and 12 retail bookies

were preparing to take bets on the date of legalisation, so there was quite a buzz ahead of the

new year.

It was reported that over 11 million bets were placed in the first two days of the bill being passed,

making the whole operation more successful than when the same bill was passed in states such as

New York and Pennsylvania.

Of course, there are still some details that need addressing to ensure that all of the best Ohio

sportsbooks are operating legally in the state. There have been some reports of sportsbooks

receiving fines for inappropriate ads and bonuses that do not align with Ohio state regulations. But

of course, as the sports betting operation in Ohio settles over time, sportsbooks will adjust their

sites to ensure they are in line with the OCCC’s rules.

It is important to remember that in order to wager bets in the state of Ohio on any online

sportsbook, you must be physically located in Ohio at the time of the bet being placed and you

must be a minimum of 21 years of age.

 

Most Popular Sports Betting Markets in Ohio

NFL
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National Football League, also known as NFL, is one of the most popular sports markets to bet on

in the US. It is one of the most exciting sports events in the US sports calendar and is divided into

four stages: the Wild Card, National Playoffs, Championships, and the Super Bowl. Many of the

best sportsbooks offer great odds for NFL bettors in Ohio throughout the entire season, so be sure

to keep up to date with the offers, as betting odds are constantly changing.

NBA

NBA or the National Basketball Association is another one of the most popular sports to bet on

for Ohio sports bettors. Featuring 30 famous teams from the US and Canada, including the

Cleveland Cavaliers, it is important for sports betting sites to cater to fans of this favoured sport.

Some sportsbooks will even tailor your betting experience if your an NBA fan by offering NBA

based welcome bonuses and enhanced odds.

MLB

Major League Baseball is another sport with a huge following and has been running longer than

any other sports league in the US. This means you will have undoubtedly heard of one of the 30

famous baseball teams, including the the Cincinnati Red Stockings and the Cleveland Guardians.

You will be able to find some fantastic betting opportunities for this popular sport at the best

Ohio sportsbooks listed above, with enhanced odds and sometimes free bets throughout the

entire season.

NHL

National Hockey League (NHL) is one of the most highly regarded sports leagues in the United

States, and is known as the most famous professional ice hockey league in the world. Due to this

prestigious accolade, the best Ohio sportsbooks will have a good range of betting opportunities

for hockey fans to choose from on their sites. You will be able to place bets on any game

throughout the season on your favourite teams, including the Columbus Blue Jackets.

NCAA

NCAA is known fully as the National Collegiate Athletic Association, and in this case relates to

many different sports leagues consisting of the largest schools in the US. The sports played include

football, basketball, hockey and even wrestling. Even though these sports are more niche

compared to the others listed above, there is still a demand for bets on this sports market,

therefore the best US sportsbooks will have catered to fans of the college leagues, providing

some great offers.

Horse Racing



One of the legal sports to bet on in the state of Ohio is horse racing, and you can access bets on

some of the most popular races throughout the year at the above sportsbooks. There are tracks

that race thoroughbred horses in Cleveland, Cincinnati and Youngstown, and there are also

harness races and quarter races that take place in Ohio.

 

How Do I Sign Up an Ohio Sportsbook?

Research and Site Reviews

When signing up to a sportsbook in Ohio, is important to take time to research the range of

sportsbooks available and what they can offer you. It would be in your best intentions to find a site

that is suited to what you want to get out of it and provide you with the best bonus codes and

promotions. It may be worth while looking are review pages and forums to help find out how a

specific sportsbook has worked out for other players.

Register an Account

You can sign up to an online sportsbook from your computer device or mobile handset in most

cases. Once you have found interest in a specific sportsbook and made sure you have read the

Terms and Conditions, you will be able to sign up. At this stage of the process you are usually

required to provide the company with some personal information and proof of identity in the form

of a drivers license or passport, for example. It is required you are 21 years of age or older to bet in

Ohio.

Claiming a Bonus

When researching or in the process of signing up to the sportsbook, there may have been a

specific welcome offer or ongoing promotion that catches your eye. If the specific bonus interests

you, you will be able to claim it when you sign up by applying a promo code or opting in to the

bonus upon sign-up.

Deposit Funds

To be able to bet and place wagers on your favorite markets, you need to deposit funds into your

account. The sportsbook of choice may require a minimum deposit amount when depositing funds

to your account, especially if you are are claiming a welcome offer that requires a minimum input

from your side. You can usually check before depositing what payments and withdrawal methods

are available to use so you can make sure that the sportsbook suits your preferred method of

payment. Always check the terms associated with banking methods just incase there are any fees

involved.



Make Your First Bet

One key factor about online sports betting is making sure you get the bets odds available for

what you wish to bet on. Each sportsbook will offer similar but different odd amounts for events

and sport fixtures. It is key you understand the sportsbook T&Cs when making a bet. When you

have deposited your funds, or if you have a welcome bonus that you are able to utilize, like a free

bets offer, you will be able to place this right away on your chosen market or betting option.

 

Pros and Cons for Ohio Sportsbooks

 

Is it Legal to Place Bets on Sports in Ohio?

The answer to this question is yes! Sports betting in Ohio is absolutely legal with several online

sportsbooks and physical bookmakers going live from January 1st 2023 after being legalised.

The state of Ohio passed the sports betting law in December 2021 which inturn has allowed for the

progression of sports betting to become legal as of Jan 1st 2023.

 

Sports Betting Bonuses

Advantages Disadvantages

Numerous types of bonuses offered for players

to take advantage of.

Frequent odds boosts may tempt you to bet

on a market that you have little knowledge

about.

Wide range of sports markets available when

using promo codes and general betting.

Often, first bet insurance bonuses are refunded

in the form of bet credits rather than cash, you

are unable to withdraw this until you wager it.

Sports betting accessible from a mobile

device.



 Sport betting bonuses are some of the most sought after promotions when it comes to gambling

and they all come in different formats in which they can be claimed. Below, we have outlined some

of the most popular bonuses offered by sportsbooks.

No Deposit Bonuses

No deposit bonuses, are without question, one of the most popular bonuses to claim in sports

betting. Being able to claim free bets with no deposit allows for players to enjoy betting on a

market without having to input any of their own money.

Usually this sort of offer is given as a welcome offer when signing up to a sportsbook, but may also

sometimes be credited to players as part of a seasonal or large sporting event. It should be noted

that T&Cs apply to any sort of bonus so they should always be read first before claiming any offer.

Deposit Match Bonuses

Deposit match bonuses simply imply that when depositing a sum of money at a chosen site, the

bookmaker will match it, to a certain extent. These sort of offers may vary; a sportsbook may offer

a 100% match deposit bonus up to $100 for example, meaning you would have $200 in total.

Likewise they may offer a 50% bonus up to $100 meaning you would have $150.

This deposit bonus allows players the opportunity to play with more money than what they have

deposited at the site. Bonuses like these may be met with wagering requirements or other T&Cs

attached.

First Bet Insurance

First Bet Insurance is a relativley simple and straightforward concept to grasp. The simple steps to

claiming this bonus is to first, find a sportsbook that offers this bonus and sign up to it. You would

be required to stake a bet on a chosen market, but make sure that the terms and conditions for

claiming this bonus are met or you may not be eligible.

If the bet you have staked your money on comes in and wins, then you receive your money back

with the winnings. If for instance your bet loses, you will be credited with your initial stake amount.

One thing to note, is that money credited back to your account may be returned in bet

credits/tokens, as opposed to real money.

Risk Free Bets

Risk Free Bets are pretty much exactly the same as First Bet Insurance. The only difference being

that one is based on your first bet mainly as a welcome offer. However Risk Free Bets may occur

more frequently and are typically offered for existing players to take advantage of.
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With this type of promotion not being a welcome bonus, it is likely that the risk free limit is lower

than that of a First Bet Insurance amount, however it still may be worth your while if you are a keen

sports bettor. As always, terms and conditions apply and must be met in order to qualify and claim

the promotion.

Odds Boosts

Odds Boosts is a relatively new but popular concept to online sports bettors in America. The way

in which an Odds Boost works is very simple. Generally a sportsbook will offer customers better

odds or boosted odds on selected betting options or events.

For players taking advantage of Odds Boost bonuses, it is a good opportunity to help try and

increase your potential payout compared to the previous odds. An example of this would be be if

the normal odds were set at 2/1 and the new boosted price is 4/1.

Loyalty Bonuses

Loyalty bonuses are one of the only types of bonuses not offered as a sign up or welcome offer.

The key idea with this bonus is to reward players with a bonus for their money and time invested to

the sportsbook.

Loyalty bonuses come in different forms and will vary depending on the sportsbook. This sort of

bonus could come in the form of free bets to something like sport event tickets or merchandise.

Some sportbooks may offer this more regularly than others with smaller bonuses being more

frequent or larger bonuses less often.

Check Out These Related Articles

 New Sports Betting Apps 

 More Promo Codes 

 More Ohio Promo Codes 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

What is the minimum age to place a sports bet in Ohio?

The minimum age you are required to be to place a sports bet in Ohio is 21 years of age. It is more

than likely that you will be asked to provide sufficient forms of ID to prove you meet the age

requirements and to verify your location within the state.

What is the best Ohio sportsbook?

It is very hard to suggest which Ohio sportsbook is the best as each sportsbook is very different

and provide customers with different opportunities and promotions. Choosing the best sportsbook

comes down to personal preference and what a player may look for individually. Our listed best
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Ohio sportsbooks are chosen based on a wide range of factors and how they provide the user

with the best experience.

Is it legal to bet on Horse Racing in Ohio?

Yes, it is entirely legal to bet on Horse Racing in Ohio. Many different Horse Racing events take

place within Ohio throughout the year at top locations such as Cleveland, Cincinnati and

Youngstown.

What sports can I bet on in Ohio?

Some sportsbook sites may offer players a different range of sports to bet on. However, across the

board most options are the same with the likes of Basketball, Football, Soccer and Golf being the

favourites among many. Check with your chosen sportsbook to see what they offer!

Can I place bets on mobile?

Providing that the chosen sportsbook operates in Ohio, the law suggests that you can indeed

places bets via mobile. Online sports betting was legally introduced to the state starting Jan 1st,

2023 which allows acceptance of online betting.

Who regulates online gambling in Ohio?

Online gambling in Ohio is overseen by the Ohio Casino Control Commision, which not only

oversees the casino industry in Ohio, but now also the sports betting market. You can be assured

that sports betting here is governed by a safe and reliable institution.

Can I participate in Daily Fantasy Sports in Ohio?

Daily Fantasy sports is actually one of the most popular betting options in Ohio, as before the

official legalisation of online sports betting in Ohio, many companies such as FanDuel and

DraftKings offered daily fantasy sports as their only betting opportunity. Even with the

implementation of sports betting in Ohio, you can still participate in daily fantasy sports.
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